
Consumers are fast surrounding themselves with several ‘entertainment’, ‘computer’, ‘personal’, and ‘floa-

ting’ screens that let them communicate and access games, apps, software and content throughout 

the day.

The transition to cross-device consumption of digital goods is changing the way publishers and online 

merchants must market, sell, and service digital products online. 

Nexway has identified six leading trends that are currently reshaping global commerce of digital goods.
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DIGITAL GOODS CONSUMERS PREFER SUBSCRIPTION AND USAGE FEES OVER BUYING
Digital goods consumers increasingly prefer “try and buy”, “subscription” and “pay-per-use” 

ownership models over the traditional “buy and download” model.

DIGITAL GOODS CONSUMERS TURN TO PREFERRED MERCHANTS
In a mature online economy, consumers tend to turn to the merchants with whom they 

have an established trusted relationship when shopping for digital goods. In addition to 

publishers’ branded online stores, preferred trusted digital retailers now also include 

generalist outlets (e.g. amazon.com, cdiscount.com), click-and-mortars (e.g. boulanger.

fr), content portals (e.g. jeuxvideo.fr, multiplayer.it, chip.de) and, increasingly, the apps 

marketplaces of platform vendors, communications service providers (CSPs) and device 

manufacturers.

CONSUMERS EXPECT TO ACCESS THEIR DIGITAL GOODS ON ALL THEIR DEVICES 
More and more, consumers expect that a digital product they subscribe to or purchase on one 

device also be accessible on their other devices (home personal computer, professional laptop, 

smartphone, tablet, console, television, and others). 
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DIGITAL GOODS CONSUMERS INCREASINGLY 
PREFER SUBSCRIBING OVER BUYING

The ongoing transition to freemium and subscription revenue models is com-

mon knowledge, but less known are the profound implications this shift is 

having on the requirements for online marketing and sales of digital goods.

Downloadable PC software products and video games have long 

followed a perpetual license revenue model. Software products were 

bought and owned once and for all – in effect mirroring the act of 

purchasing shrink-wrapped software in a physical retail outlet. 

Publishers of digital software products and video games are now 

turning to freemium, pay-per-use and subscription monetization models, 

following the examples of freemium blockbusters including Dropbox™ 

online file management, AVAST Software™ antivirus software, Skype™ 

Internet calling, or Gameloft™ casual games. 

CONSUMER PREFERENCES REMAIN LOCAL, REQUIRING 
LOCAL E-COMMERCE EXPERTISE
Markets for digital goods have become global but consumer 

preferences and buying behaviors continue to vary greatly country 

to country. Successful global digital businesses turn to local 

experts to optimize their acquisition initiatives, promotions, up-

sell and cross-sell offers, payment and fraud prevention pro-

cesses, customer lifecycle optimization campaigns, and customer 

 support.

SUCCESSFUL DIGITAL GOODS STORES EXCEL AT 
FINE-TUNING THEIR E-COMMERCE FUNNELS
The most successful online sellers of digital goods are adept at 

fine-tuning their acquisition and conversion funnels across multiple 

devices and countries – with a strong focus on perfecting the user 

experience.

SUCCESSFUL DIGITAL STORES ARE PROFICIENT AT  
OPTIMIZING THEIR CUSTOMER LIFECYCLE
The most profitable online sellers of digital goods are those who ex-

cel at optimizing their customers’ lifecycle with carefully executed 

cross-channel retention marketing campaigns.
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> SUBSCRIPTION CREATES THE NEED FOR IN-PRODUCT ENGA-
GEMENT

“The product is the online store.”

Prompting conversion from the freemium to the premium version of a 

software product, app or video game is not trivial. It takes interrupting 

users, inviting them to walk themselves down a self-service payment 

funnel, perhaps attempting an upsell or a cross-sell in the process – all while 

keeping drop-offs to a minimum.

When compared to forcing customers to toggle between their email 

inbox, Web browser, and the product — which is hard enough on a PC and 

nearly impossible on a tablet or smartphone — freemium pioneers who have 

chosen to run their checkout flow within the product itself report superior 

conversion, higher average order value, and increased lifetime customer va-

lue.

> SUBSCRIPTION STRENGTHENS THE NEED FOR CROSS-CHAN-
NEL LIFETIME ONE-TO-ONE ENGAGEMENT

“The product is the marketing channel.”

The shift away from one-time purchases to recurring subscriptions 

puts further onus on executing savvy cross-channel customer engage-

ment to ensure optimal renewal rates and customer lifetime value. This 

takes smart solicitation of customers at every point of contact – whether 

via an outbound email, through personalized messages within the 

product itself, or during inbound contacts as customers visit the online 

customer portal. 

CONSUMERS TURN TO PREFERRED
 MERCHANTS FOR THEIR DIGITAL GOODS

For publishers in the PC era wanting to roll out a successful online 

digital software and video game e-commerce strategy, success often 

meant setting up their own online store and striking up select affiliate 

relationships to drive inbound referrals.
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The Internet has since expanded, with leading offline retailers, e-tailers, de-

vice manufacturers, content portals, and communications service providers 

successfully staking their claim on the booming e-commerce playing field for 

digital PC software and video games. 

In short, digital goods consumers now turn to the online merchants who are 

best able to earn and retain their trust, preference, and loyalty.

 

> PUBLISHERS NOW NEED AN OMNI-CHANNEL DIGITAL 
COMMERCE STRATEGY

For publishers, digital commerce success now hinges on rapidly launching 

multi-pronged distribution strategies that let them meet and gain new cus-

tomers in the customers’ own environment, on their own terms, using their 

preferred device. These strategies include:

 •  The publisher’s branded online store

 •  Its new in-app store equivalent

 •  The publisher’s value added resellers

 •  A broad network of online affiliates

 •  The online stores of the online retailers (pure play e-tailers, click   

 and mortars, platform vendors, content portals, communications 

 service providers, or device manufacturers) who have earned their   

 prospective customers’ trust, preference, and loyalty. 

CONSUMERS EXPECT TO ACCESS THEIR 
DIGITAL GOODS ON ALL THEIR DEVICES

Consumers increasingly expect that a digital product they buy or subscribe to 

on one device also be accessible on their other devices (home personal com-

puter, professional laptop, smartphone, tablet, and television).

Publishers and retailers of digital goods need to leverage their current cus-

tomer relationships and touch points to get customers to extend their service 

to new devices. 

As such, it is important that the chosen digital commerce platform fully 

exploits the in-app messaging capabilities offered by Android™ applications 
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and PC software to prompt users to extend or renew service from within their 

digital product itself.

Also, customers must be able to manage their entitlements from a self- 

service customer portal accessible on the publishers’ website or from within 

the apps themselves. 

CONSUMER PREFERENCES REMAIN LOCAL, 
REQUIRING LOCAL E-COMMERCE EXPERTISE

Few other product categories have seen their markets grow to a 

global scope as quickly as those of downloadable PC application sof-

tware and video games. The paradox is that the more global in scale digital 

markets become, the more local the marketing, sales, and service 

expertise they require.

> LOCALIZED MARKETING

Online marketing of downloadable PC software products and video  

games has become a numbers game. Monetization of global R&D 

investments now takes upstream optimization of online acquisition 

tactics, midstream optimization of conversion funnels, and downstream 

lifetime customer value optimization via one-to-one engagement. When 

conversion rates measured in fractions of percentage points on a given 

interstitial page impact the bottom line, marketing tactics ought to be 

handled one country at a time – or even one segment at a time within each 

country.

• Acquisition tactics and conversion funnels must be overseen globally, 

but managed and optimized on a day-to-day basis by expert local 

marketers. The products earmarked for a cross-sell approach and the 

upsell bundles used on a given interstitial must be optimized locally.

• The same goes for retention programs where optimization of renewal takes 

local experimentation and tuning. 

> LOCAL PAYMENTS

While the bulk of transactions increasingly occur with global pay-

ment methods, including global credit cards and PayPal™, local payment 
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methods may make up a substantial share of digital commerce 

payments. An online store must accept, for example, Boleto Bancário 

and installment payments in Brazil, Konbini™ payments in Japan, SEPA 

throughout Europe, Giropay™ in Germany, and bank checks in France 

to ensure a seamless shopping experience and above average rate of 

conversion in each country. The devil is in the details: card security 

codes (CSCs) on the back of credit cards may differ in North America from 

those in Europe – creating the need for different payment interfaces in each 

region.

> LOCAL CUSTOMER SERVICE

In the new world of freemium and subscription-based monetization, 

outstanding customer service plays a key role in boosting renewals and life-

time customer value. Reliance on expert local language service agents beco-

mes imperative. 

SUCCESSFUL DIGITAL STORES EXCEL 
AT FINE-TUNING THEIR E-COMMERCE FUNNELS

As noted earlier, optimization of acquisition funnels, conversions, and 

average order value is now a numbers game. Online sellers of digital 

goods must now see their full set of digital marketing assets as a single 

end-to-end funnel that requires constant tuning, from SEO/SEM opti-

mization, MVT and A/B testing, real-time optimization with Woopra™ or 

Wingify™, to cart abandonment remarketing via online services such 

as Criteo™ and triggered emails, as well as upselling and cross-selling 

interstitials. Succeeding at the new game of constant funn l optimi-

zation takes unique digital marketing expertise – including Big Data 

analytics and user interface optimization skills.

SUCCESSFUL DIGITAL STORES ARE ADEPT
AT OPTIMIZING THEIR CUSTOMER LIFECYCLE

Savvy marketing that lifts lifetime customer value with automated 

customer journeys is now the norm in global digital commerce. 
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Marketing has shifted to personalized lifetime engagement via inbound and 

outbound channels.

• In-product notification is a new and necessary outbound one-to-one

marketing channel, alongside email.

• Inbound marketing channels – the product itself, a visit to the self- 

service customer portal on the product’s website, or a request for customer 

support through the contact center – must be leveraged to push the right 

offer at the right time and initiate a renewal, an upsell, or a cross-sell. 

All these distinct one-to-one touch points must work together to lift 

lifetime customer value. 
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WHY CHOOSE NEXWAY

• Nexway is 100% focused on enabling commerce of digital goods

• 900 publisher and merchant references

• Plug-and-sell catalog with 17,000 PC video games, PC software       

products and Android apps on demand

• All revenue models: purchase, freemium, trial, subscription, and   

in-app item sales

• Cross-device digital commerce leadership

• Nexway In-App Store live on millions of devices

• Expert global digital agency

• Merchant of record, present in 10 countries

 

CALL US TODAY AND LET US SHOW YOU HOW 
WE’LL GROW YOUR DIGITAL SALES

Join the more than 900 digital leaders who rely on Nexway – including 

merchants Amazon™, Yahoo! Japan™, Best Buy™, Softwareload™, 

Orange™, Baixaki™, Fnac.com™, Cdiscount™, Pão de Açucar™, Türk 

Telekom™ and Kurio™ and publishers Kaspersky™, Adobe™, Microsoft™, 

Kingsoft™, ESET™, SEGA™, Ubisoft™, F-Secure™ and AVAST Software™.

http://corporate.nexway.com/

